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De_.... 14, 1966

Jay and the Americans
To HigWight Mardi Gras

Members 01 Ute reeeat faculty forum on cemlOrship are Dr.
KattbeW McCarthy. st.aadi.DK. aad Fr. Rkhard RoNeau, Mr.
Rudolf LaDclry aDd Mr. IUclaard ~ .

Censorship History, Legality
Considered byFaculty Forum
By Keaaetb Daly

A small but lnterested crowd
of approximately 75 students
and faculty members was on
nand at last Tuesday's Faculty
Fonun to near what three
chosen faculty members had to
say on "censorship."
11'te panelists taking part in
the discussion, which took place
In the Campus center, ..-:ere Dr.
Matthew McCarthy, Mr. Richani Regan, and Mr. Rudolph
Landry. with Fr. Richard Rousseau, moderator. Each panelist
gave a fifteen minute speech on
the topic of censorship. This
WItS followed by a thirty minute
question-answer period.
Dr. McCarthy, of the History
DepartllK'nt, spoke on the
Jepllty of censorship, tracing
Its evolution from 1700. He
pointed out that, '1be .security
and stability of the society
should be considered before
censorship is imposed.

Mr. Landry, when discussing
the historical aspects of censorship, expressed the feeling that
the history of censoriihlp is one
of excess. He said that the idee.
of censorship Implies that we
grant infallibility to the censor.
Mr. Landry continued saying
that, "As long as there is eth1cal
consistency we have no right to
censorship:' His position was
clear - "Pomograph)' implies
S(!X without love, whleh, in the
human context, I belleve to be
selfish. cruel, unreal, fantasy
. . :' He also explained that
fantasy Is more harmful than
an~.. otner possible result of
pornography.
Mr. Regan suggested that a
more positive means should be
used in place of censorship.
He stated that the solution to
the problem can be found in
education by saying. "A free
exchange of ideas would cerCoIIItbuIed _
5
~

By Edward CuUcUooe
Jay and the Americans will
highlight this year's Mardi
Gras, to be held h~re February
17, 18, and 19. The weekend
promise;; "to be an event of excitlng and unusual entertainment for all those who attend,"
according to Robert Shells, c0chairman_
It was recently announced
that the Mardi Gras wou'd
btogin on Friday evening with
a traditional formal at the
Longshore Country Club In
Westport.
11'te highlight of the evening
will be the crowning of the
queen.
among the five
finalists b)I a faculty of ftve
judges, the 1o\Iel)' queen',. escourt will re«-ive a free package deal As a,;pedal attraction
the Queen will be crowned by
Miss Carole Ann Gelish. Miss
Conne<:ticut of 1966.
TIle atmosphere of the Longshore Country Club will be
further hlghtened by the musk
of Pat Dorin and his orchestnl.
Mr. Dorin's orchestra is from
New Haven and has been featured at other colleges throughout the New England area.
On Saturday afternoon an
informal party will be held at
the Club 42 In Bearsda.le from
one to six and will Pl'O\ide a
rather relaxed atmosphere lor
all those who attend. 11'te music
will be prcMded b)I the lively
Four-Fifths.
The e\~nin& will host another fine concert ""ith special
guests to the Uniwrsity, Jay

aw.en

Chapel Attempts Experiment
In Confession Tonight
By Jay Doolan
An ''Experiment in Communal Ecclesial Confession" will
take place at 7:30 this evening
In CODjuDctioo with the Vatican
CoubdI's plea for community
partidpation In the sacrament
of confession. '!be 45-mtnute
chapel service 11 being eoordina~ by the Rev. Raymond P.
Bertrand. S.J.• under the spansorahlp 01 the campus Spiritual
Life Committee.
A short sermon on the "Eccleslal Notion 01 Confession"
will open the program followed
by a commentary on the penitent's examination of consdeDce. Eight priests will then
be available for private confe§slon and absolution.
Penance. hO\\'ever, will be
done by the entire congregatJon, again emphasizing the role
of the community In the liturgy.
A prayer of thanksgiving will
conclude the service.

Fr. Bertrand wishes to emphasize the fact that the program does not include a General Absolution whereby sins
are forgiven through the priest's
absolution alone. 'This 11 a public celebration," Father said,
"with private confession:' Noting the effectiveness of a "communal reception of the sacrament" Father stated further
that, "Sin Is not only an offense
against God, but it is also an
otYense against neighbor,"
Fr. Bertrand, whose official
role in the Spiritual Ufe Com·
mittee Is that of chapel actlvi·
tiC!! coordinator, is also playing
an Important part in establishing a more Ol.ristian universl~y
community.
When asked to comment on
the spiritual attitude (If Fairfield students, Father had this
10 say: "Rarely does a Catholic
campus live up to Its Ol.ristlan
potential. Fairfield certainly

does not. Perhaps the most disturbin&: factor here is the wry
undisturbed way in which the
university in a:eneral. students
and factulty, seem to accept
the situatioo. But, all Is nol
black. There are eocouraging
signs, individuals or pockets ..,f
faculty and students, who bristle
at the fact that the atmosphere
is
undistJnctively
Christian.
There is hope that as these
concerned people meet Christianity will punctuate our campus existence:'
Fr. Bertrand pointed out that
the Spiritual Life Ccmmlttee,
the ChrVtlan Action Group, and
the Cc.mmittee of Student Spiritual AJfaIrs - all new campus
organizations. are trying to
reach and interest all students
in the many facets of QuiltIan
service. ''The campus sWI needs
people with artistic aDd musical
imagination to volunteer their
servt~ for a living liturgy."

nnd the Americans. This concert wUl be held at the University gymnasium.
Later In the evening a postconcert party will be held at
the Campus Center with a
gathering of the students and
their dates around the fireplace
for a hootenanny and refreshments. 1bere will also be other
forms of entertainment and a
local band to provide music
and atmosphere.
Sunday will wind up the
weekend with a special buft"et
luncheon at the Campus Cl'T!ter. On Sunday afternoon an
open house will be held for the
parents and friends of the University. All are cordially asked
to attend.
The committee has also announced Its plans for package
deals for those wishing to attend all the eventl; of the Mardi
Gras. These special reductions
now otrer the students to pur-

chase complete tickets at $15,
n savings of seven dollars.
Those who wish to purchase
tickets to separate events may
nlso do so.
Deposits for these package
deals may be made thll week
but they will again be on sale
after Christmas.
TIle committee has also
asked the student body for further suggestions 10 help them
in their final dedsionI. ~
suggestions may be sent to
Mardi Gras, Box P, Fairlield
Unlverslty_
Mr. Shells hal rtated that
this year's Mardi Gras should
be one of the mo&t successful
in recent years and that U)e
active part.ldpatlon of all
classes is necessary In promoting enthusiasm.
Further details are yet to be
planned out and the assistance
of the student body would be
greatly appreciated.

University Receives
$925,000 for Library
The U. S. Office of Education
has approved a Joan of $925,,000
for a new library at Fairfield
University, It was announced
by Congressman Donald J.
Irwin (D-Conn.).
The k)an wns granted under
the Higher Education Facilities
Act of 1963.

Total cost of the library will
be $1,900.000.
A SSOO,OOO grant was awarded
to the University by the U. S.
Office of Education last June

[or the new library. Ground is
expected to be broken next
February or March.
The new library Inltlally will
h 0 use Fairfield Untwnlty's
80,000 books upon tts completion. It will be built to handle
a minimum of 250,000.
1be new building, to be situated about 60 feet from the
university's gymnas:ium, wtll
ha\le facilitkos for about 575
students and an initial std of
12. The three story structure
will be 185-by-111 feet.

To the faculty and students of Fairfield I extend prayerful best wishes for a joyous Christmas.
In these days of great turmoil and activity it
is reassuring to consider once again the quiet entrance of the Son of God into human life through
the Incarnation. In these days of growing uncertainty about the future it is comforting to meet
once again the Prince of Peace who makes all
things new.
May the spilit of the Saviour live in our heartoi
and be recognized in the lives of our neighbors
throughout the coming year,
We will celebrate Christmas Midnight 'Mass
here at the University Chapel in Loyola for all
our University family.
In Christ Our Lord,
(Rev.) William C. Mel...... S.J.

THE STAG

'age Two

The Snowfall Gathering
and
The Cancelled Rally
Last Monday night's impromptu
gathering to celebrate the season's first snowfall, the cancelling
of the scheduled Tuesday evening basketball rally as a result.
and the unauthorized rally that
W88 the student response, were
an unf-ortunate series of incidents
upon which to end the school year
1966.

was also brought to light. When
campus radio station WVOF, unaware that the ral1y had been
cancelled, continued to announce
it in hourly bulletins, the announcer was threatened with dismissal from the station.

The result was a spontaneous
basketbaJl rally. Occurring Tuesday night, it was as exemplary
In many ways it W88 a sad com- of good conduct as it was unaumentary on life at Fairfield. thorized. It was an incident that
What would have been dismissed saw many students barred by preas a harmless and well inten- fects from leaving the dorms to
tioned display of collegiate spirit cheer for their basketball team.
on any other campus W88 mis- Yet a large number turned out;
construed as an illicit assertion of and the rally concluded with
the student right to assemble at everyone wondering how severeany time. The Jack of trust in the ly the administration would react.
student body 88 well 88 the misIn the final analysis there is no
understanding of student motives
that this attitude bespeaks are question that the unauthorized
unfortunate enough in them- student rally on Tuesday was l\
justified one. The scheduled rally
selves.
had prior approval from all ofEqually out of place were the ficially responsible, and there was
ramifications of Monday nighes no valid reason for cancelling it.
gathering. As a result of it, the If the rally had been called off
scheduled and approved rally to because of the use of fireworks
spirit the basketball team off to during Monday night's snowfall,
its first home game was abruptly it would merely have been the
cancelled on the vague and ironic case of punishing the many for
note of "protecting individual the wanton acts of a few. But that.
the administrative action was
rights."
grounded in contradictions as obUnderscoring this punitive and vious as "protecting stu den t
irresponsible use of authority W83 rights" leaves this particular ex·
the perennial problem of lack of
communication. The scheduled ample of disciplinary action at
rally was to take place at 9 :00 Fairfield both poorly motivated
on Tuesday night; yet not until and excessively harsh.
4 :00 that very afternoon was the
rally ofIiciaJly cancelled, and
Coupled with the subsequent
then by a mere phone call when and totally irresponsible attack
a public explanation should have on the campus radio station, we
been given.
can only hope that the New Year
sees a more enlightened attitude
The topic of censorship of cam- on the part of the University's
pus channels of communication disciplinary authority.

Bravo, But ...
The ability of the student to
participate in or enjoy the arts
on this campus should no longer
be questioned after the Glee Club
concert of Jast Sunday or the
Drama Society's production of
"Incident at Vichy." Both these
perfonnances rivaled most professional endeavors, and were certainly a credit to the campus.
The excellence achieved on
stage for both the concert and the
play were indicative of a high
degree of talent and Jong hours
of preparation, plus the advantage of both groups to work with
extremely competent directors.
We wish to congratulate both
groups and urge them to continue

to uphold

such superior stan-

dards.
However, the Drama Society
suffered a discouraging insult at
the hands of the rr.ajority of the
student body and faculty who refused to support their efforts. The
Thursday performance had to be
cancelled because of very meagre
ticket sales.
If such high quality of entertainment is to be maintained on
campus it needs the support of
both the entire student body and
the faculty. Any complaints of a
lack of cultural events on campus
has a rather hollow ring, if, as it
seems, the university won't even
bother attending.
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Utqe Ebitnria! iinarb
anil tqe Entire ~aff nf
tqe §tag Extenb misqes
fnr a Blerry Qrqristmas
Utn 2\l1n~ur iReabers.
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Letters To The Editor
Please Comeback
To the Editor;
Last week when I turned on my radi')
at 8:20 expecting to hear the Fairfield
University-Niagara basketball game on
WNAB, I supposed Jt to be a joint
broadcast between WNAB and WATR,
I presumed to hear the voke of AI
Vestro at the mike. To my amazement,
I heard another announcer, who was no
comparison.
The final straw that broke the Stags'
back was at the three-minute mark when
THIS announcer referred to us as Fairfield PREP, not once but TWICE.
I hope that by the time or the next
away game, the sponsors, United ]JIumlnating and National Bakers, can give
all the people of the Fairfield and Bridgeport area an announcer who can give
hll listenen; a true and vivid account of
Fairfield University's basketball team,
Hopefully,
David Zola

Retraction?
To the Editor:
TIulnk you ror printing the official
retraction of error in your issue of Dec.
7, i.e., that our failure to comply with
a budget request occasioned the suppression of New Frontiers.
However, the appended allegation: "A
financial statement of 1~1966 was requested," Is in error of fact.
Though prepared to do so, I was not
at any time requested to make a fUnancial statement.
It is regrettable that such a series of
errors may ultimately tend to destroy
the credibility of our assailants.
Sincerely,
IobII L. Booa. 8 ....
(Fonner Moderator of New Frontiers)

Freedom?
To the Editor:
If the action of certain Administration representatives on the evening of
December 6 are indicative of Its willingness to give freedom to the student body,
then can we ever expect anything bnt
subjection?
On that evening, the dispersal of ':l
pep rally at 9 p.m, generated what wns
Interpreted as a protest rally two hours
later. Frantic attempts were made, with
the weight of Intimidations, campuses,
and the physical force of many prefects.
to break up this rally. Is the Adminl!!traUon so opposed to the students' right
to protest'!'
Between the ra1Jles. WVOF, which
had planned a report on the suppression
of the earlier one. was offered the p~
peet of extinction If It dared to speak.
At the height of the second rally, It wa"
mysteriously unplugged. Is the voice of
Ftllrlleld to be so arbitrarily slJe~ '!'
The steps taken at the conclusion of
the evening's activities were especially

revolting. Students were campused, and
campused indiscriminately, for any involvement in the rally. Punishment for
such a protest is a most undeserved and
unacceptable outcome.
It is time for all students to seriously
consider the balance betwe~ the Administration's authority and the stlldent's freedom, and to attempt a restoration of the reconciliation between
lhese concepts. Nevertheless, I urge all
students never to descend to the certain
barbarianism of the prlson-riOl tactics
seen employed by the upholders of The
RUle here Tuesday evening,
Irately,
Boland, ',.

~obD
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Lukacs To Illustrate Assistant Grad Dean
Sucuumbs At Age 81
Classical Painting
TomOlTOW, at 3:30 p.m. in
the Loyola Hall art studio, the
Fairfield University Classics Department will present a talk
by Mr. Palko Lukacs on Greek
and It-oman WaU Pa.iDUog.
An assistant professor of Fine
Arts here at Fairfield, Mr.
Lukacs received his education
at the National Academy of
Fine Arts in Vienna, Austria.
]n addition to being a master

painter, he is an expert on
many phases of art, including
sculpture. For this lecture. he
has assembled a large number
of excellent illustrations to be
used in conjunction with the
talk itself.
Following the talk by Mr.
Lukacs, there will be a eolIee
hour in the Classics Department olIice (Gonzaga 13·A) to
which all faculty members are
invited.

Dr. Maurice E. Rogalin, As·
sistant Dean and Professor of
Education at the Graduate
School of Education, died last
Thursday morning, December
8, at his home on Beach Road
in Fairfield. He was 81 years
old and in his sixty·first year of
teaching. A member of the UniveJ':>""ity facuJty since 1949, he
had a previous long career in
public and Catholic education
in New York.
Dr. Rogalin was both organi-

leI' and principal of Public
Schoof 64, Bronx, the Fordham
Evening High School, and the
William Howard Taft High
School, Bronx. As principal he
directed Everting Elementary
School 13 and Public School
83, Queens, Morris Evening
High School, Girls High SChool
and the New Utrecht High
School, Brooklyn.
From 1929 to 1932 he was
principal and President of the

Ttl. two d.t.m.n+. b.low r.pr.,.nt opinion, on the prokibition of th. ,<;h.dul.d rally 1••1 Tue.d.y night. Tke Administration view i, reprIHent.d
by .n interview witk Fr. 6eorge G.II.relli, De.n of Re,ident Stud... to. Th. student vi.w is presented by two p.rticip.tinq sludents.

The Rally: The Administration View
Q. Father, before we start do you have any general
comments on what happened?
A. I think the whole affair snowballed out of proportion
beeause of lack of communication. Some of the students who
were involved didn't realize they were involved in any kind
of protest because they didn't know the rally had been called
off. For my part, since there had been no communication
from the students, I didn't realize anyone objected until
9:30 p.m.
Q. Is it true that at 9:30 you singled out two student!>
and threatened them because they were leading a ralIy?
A. At 9:30 I became aware that a group had assembled
in front of Regis when I saw a flare go off. I thought they
were assembling for a rally. I approached the group and
singled out two cheerleaders and told them "you started
this - you end it. I'm holding you responsible."
Q. What do you think of Monday night's rally!
A, I was displeased with Monday night's rally because
it disturbed the community, was not approved and could
havc had further unforeseen consequenccs. I was especially
displeascd with the firecrackers that were exploded in th~
lavatory on the infirmary corridor.
Q. Why was Tuesday's rally called oJ! e".en though it
was organized r
A. As a sanction imposed for Monday's rally.
Q. Did you know that anyone was discontent with
this decision '!
A, No I did not, at least not until after 9:30 p.m. on
Tuesday night.
Q. Apparently one of the reasons for this discontent wa~
a feeling that you had over-stepped your bounds. Many students resented the fact that you presumed the right to call
off the rally. Do you have any feelings on this'!
A. I didn't feci that It was overstepping my bounds. I
felt that some sanction was necessary to make the students
aware that Monday night·s disturbance could not be approved or condoned and since the disturbance had taken
the form of a rally I thought the sanction imposed should
be or the same nature.

Q, What actuaUy did happed with the radio station,
Father?
A. Someone told me that WVOF was announcing that
there was a rally at 9:30. I was disturbed by this and
thought that It was an act of defiance because the rally
had been called off. 1 found out later that the cancellation
had not been communicated to the announcer.
Q. Then you did not threaten to abolish WVOF?
A. No I did not. Any sanction spoken of was directed
toward the individuals whom I thought were being defiant.
Later Tuesday night when an official of WVOF called and
explained that the announcer did not know that the rally
had been cancelled. I gave him my apologies.
Q. When did you first realize that there was any discontent?
A. At 9:30 p.m. when I saw the flare and the assembled
group.
Q. What was the process used to cancel the rally?
A, Around 2:30 Tuesday afternoon I called the Director
of Student Services and requested that the rally be cancelled.
Mr. Griffin told me that he would inform Jack Kelly who
in turn would communicate it to the students.
Q. Did any representatives from the student body see
you on Tuesday afternoon or evening?
A. Around 4:00 p.m. the President of the Student Gov·
ernment called but our discussion dealt mostly with what
had occurred on Monday night at 11:30. I met with two of
the cheerleaders and we discussed the cancellation. We also
discussed the possibility of a rally on Wednesday to see the
team off. They also had agreed that a rally on Tuesday
night would probably have been anticlimactic after Monday
night. They hadn't pushed the point that there was any
serious student unrest.
Q. Father, would you like to make any further com·
ments?
A. One thing that should be clarified is that this was
an isolated atfair that has nothing to do with future organized rallies. I am very much in favor of organized rallies
to show our support of the basketball team.

The Rally: A Student View
The situation of last Tuesday was caused by two fac·
tors: the Administration's disregard of the established means
or communication and the Administration's disregard of
students as rational human beings.
There exists on 'CRlDpUs various means of commuruCl1.·
tiOll. Bulletin ,boards are in all dorms and in the Campus
Center. There is a campus radio station, and there is the
immediate contact between the lay prefect and the students
on his corridor. How many of these were used to notify the
students or the cancelled rally and the reasons for cancellation?
Common knowledge was that the bulletin 'boards werc
ignored by the Administration. The radio station, rather
than being used, was threatened. All prefects seemed to be
in a state of uncertainty. What filled this void? Rumors and
speculations!
There was absolutely no rapport between the student
body and the representatives of the Administration. As a
result, rumors were being spread among the students. It was
rumored that sanctions would be imposed on those responsible for any rally. It was rumored that a Student Government function would be hindered by the "power of the
purse." But above all, it was rumored that there would be
no rally.
The confirmation of rumors came when the first small
group of students was disbanded at 9:30. Again sanctions
were threatened and again names were taken.
Should there have been reasons for this action 01' de-

cision'! Ideally, the Administration works with the student
body who are rational beings and who should be treated as
such. In practice, reasons for the cancellation were not made
readily available. In this situation, specUlations were made
and were used as knowledge. Only at 11:00 p.m. Tuesday .
night were reasons offered and communicated at least to a .
small group of students by Fr. Gallarelll.
Working on the assumption that the students at Fair.
fleld University are rational beings, it would seem that they
should have ready access to the reasons for a decision or
action by the Administration. Why did Fr. Gallarelli wait
until 11:00 p.m. before he gave any reasons at all for the
cancellation'! This is not an army base, nor are the students
high school students, and it was wrong not treating them as
mature people. The students did demand, and should COli'
tinue to demand, that they be treated as mature, rational
human beings. Will the Administration accept the challenge
of a thinking Catholic community?
In conclusion, there was chaos simply because lines of
communication were ignored. There was chaos because the
statements of reasons at 11:00 p.m. were so late that they
were ineffective. The Administration can readily see that
communications are a powerful force. Yet, it is equally
evident that dictatorial decisions are not possible in a think_
ing community.
Breakdown in communication results in confusion. Authoritarianism results in insubordination. Let us use the
means of communication. but temper statements and decisions with rational rf!a...ons.

Jamaica Teacher Training College.
Dr. Rogalin was one of the
founders of Fordham University's Graduate School of Educalion where he later served as
Assistant Dean for ]2 years.
He also aided in establishing
LadyclifT College at Highland
Falls, New York.
Among lhe colleges where he
taught as a professor were:
Ladycliff College; the College of
Good Counsel, White Plains;
the College of the Sacred Heart,
New York; the Catholic Sum.
mer School of America, CliIT
Haven, New York where he was
also director of Fordham Uni.
vel'Sity's Extension Courses; the
Hoiy Ghost Seminary. Norwalk;
and the Diocesan Teachers College, Hartford. In addition, he
was at various times special lecturer in education to eleven
groups of nUllS in Maryland,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey and
New York.
During the 30's he was active
on educational committeess of
New York City. Among the
positions he held were Chair·
man of the Committe to Convert Teacher Training Schools
to Colleges, Member of the Ad·
visory Board of Health Education, and Assistant Examiner of
Board of Education.
Dr. Rogalin received a B. S.
degree from Columbia University, a Diploma in Secondary Ed·
ucation from Teachers College
and an M. A. and Ph. D. ft"Om
Fordham University. He started
his teaching career in 1905
while a senior at Columbia
University and continued as It
teacher until his sudden death.
Dr. Rogalin is sUlvived by his
wife, Genevieve, two daughters
and four sons.
The Funeral Mass was Saturday at St. Thomas' Church,
Fairfield and he was interred
at Ute Church of the Assump·
tion Cemetery, Westport.

CAFETERIA
WAITRESS
KILLED
Mrs. catherine Tolen Farkas,
a waitress in the University
dining hall. was killed last Friday when she was run over by
her own car Oll a campus road.
Mr. Morga'n O'Brien,.m~nager
of the ·Szabo Food Service, said
that Mrs. Farkas was one ot
his finest and most appreciated
workers.
Police said it is believed that
Mrs. Farkas had lost her way
because of the heavy fog and
stepped out or the car to get
her bearings when it rolled
and pinned her under it. The
Rev. Frank Lewis, S. J. found
her moments later. Another
priest administered the last
rites.
Mrs. Farkas was born in
Ireland and had lived in Fair.
field for many years. She was
a member of the St. Thomas'
Ladies' Guild.
The survivors are two sons
Michael, Jr. and Robert, boU~
of Fairfield.
The funeral mass took place
Monday at St. Thomas' Church
and the interment was at StThomas Cemetery.
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Theatre:

!In
By lto)"al W, RhodClj

Future historians may well
shape their view of the twentieth century Christian Church
from its silence during the extermination of a chosen people,
Such a dew could not be
shaped for the contemporary
theater, however, which refuses
to permit that silence, that
gloss of conscience. Hochhuth's
"The Deputy" and Weiss' "The
Investigation", both paratheatrical documentaries, and the
more cogent "Incident Vichy"
by Arthur Miller reaffirms the
blood guilt the Church and
Christians bear in this betrayal
of the gospel.
Miller's play, recently performed at the University Playhouse, became in the hands of
the young and intense cast a
bitter indictment of those dil-ectly re::.-ponsible for the atmcitie!'!; but; Indirectly and per_
haps ironically, the young performers projected the Question
of the complicity of silence, the
Question with which the son3
of this century accuse their
falhel's.
Outstanding in this performance were Thomas Walker a;;
LeDuc. lhe psychiatrist who

• The Paulist Father is a modern
man in every sense of the word. He
is a man of this age, cognizant of
the needs of modern men. He is
free from stifling formalism, is a
pioneer in using contemporary
ways to work with, for and among
100 million non·Catholic Amer·
icans. He is amissionary to his own
people - the Amer1can people. He
utilizes modern techniques to ful·
fill his mission, is encouraged to
calf upon his own innate talents to
help further his dedicated goal.
• If the vital spark of serving God
through man has been ignited in
you, why not pursue an investiga·
tion of your life as a priest? The
Paulist Fathers have developed an
aptitude test for the modern man
interested in devoting his life to
God. This can be a vital instrument
to help you make the most important decision of your life. Write for
it today.
NATiONAL VOCATIONS DIRECTOR
PAULIST FATHERS
415 WEST 59th STREET
NEW YORK, N.T. 10019

STUDENT OPINION POLL

Wtneoo
constantly groped and Questioned to find some reason behind the absurdity, and Peter
Brosnan as Von Berg, the
aesthetic aristocrat who though
previously aloof and uninvolved
in SUffering is brought to sacri·
tice his life. Around these two,
who peer deepe:,1. into the soul's
malignancy are a fine cast of
performen;, presenting a wide
spectrum of the falth and ideals
man clings to in despair and
which betray him to his fellow
man. Such men betrayed are
Robert Mann as LeBeau, Chester Artysiewicz as Bayard,
Bernard McGrane as Monceau,
and Vincent Curcio as the
Major.
The last vestige", of hope for
these men fade as the truth
they would not face becomes
the essence of their hell. Thetr
mark-time existence at Vichy,
the life of compromise, escape,
and silence, is to end in the
ovens in Poland. One man
though, who shares the guilt of
silence and who's sacrifice is
seemingly insignificant compared to the endless procession
of prisonen;, does make a choice.

"// I

a choice to die. Vou Berg's
sacrifice becomes a countel1>oint
of hope that is more cogent to
human need than any philosophical discu:>sion on sin. guilt,
or conscience.
The set and lighting were
minor wonden; in themselves. It
was more lhan a detention
room in the i·rance of 1942; it
had the cold-gray uniformity
and antiseptic Quality of a place
ruled by death and tyranny.
The lightlr.g technique at the
closing with the slow fade-out
on Von Berg was superb and
greatly aided the delineation of
that character as olle set apart
by his choice, as the light set
apart from lhe darkness.
A special word or gratefulness goes to Mr. Robert G.
Emerich, the director, not only
for his capable and artistic dil-ection, which has become the
hallmark of all the Playhouse
productions, but also for choosing "Incident al Vichy" to be
performed. It is a subject that
must be constantly reevaluated
by the intellectual community;
his production on this count
stands in solitary witness.

Cabaret

"

By Vincent Curclo
one is bctwecn Fraulein Schnei"Carbaret" has a very rare
der, Brackshaw's landlady, and
thing on thc musical stage, muone of her tenants, Herr
sicality in the very statement
Schultz. Lotte Tenya, as thc
of its being. About gaudy lowlandlady, has some of the
life in pre-war Berlin, it preshow's
best material, and plays
sents life as a carburet dancing
it to weary, ageing perfection.
a dance of death. Flimsy sets,
draped ratted gray, creek To a mocking melody, she
sings a song of her sad, inefa c r 0 s s the stage; ehronies
fectual love aiiairs, each verJ;e
squeal, lurching in cheap, saggy
ending in this chorus: " ... but
parodies of eroticism, and all
the sun still shines, and the
thc while lyrics and saxaphones
blearily blat. T his blouzy moon still sets, and you learn
to settle for what you get; it'll
janglc at last ineffably reveals
all be here, if you're around or
and epitomizes itself as a menot; so what? So what? So
mento more in a rondo sung
by "Carbaret's" waiters and what?" Herr Schultz, whom
she engages herself to, is a
rouged, cynical M. C:s; thc
lyrics are: "The sand in the Jew, which means nothing to
her until she realizes that the
meadow is golden and wann,
Nazis seriously inlend to perthe stag in the forest is free;
so gather tOf;cther to brave the secute the Jews. She then decides to settle for what has alstorm tomorrow belongs to me."
ways been most important to
"Cabaret"' it no more 01· less
her, survival. She breaks it
than this, and that is its sue·
off. The trouble in this plot Is
cesS; it gives meaning to the
that Herr Schultz is allowed to
music,,1 stage, for It is, utterly,
be the typical Broadway Jew.
its musical expression.
The only problem "cabaret" He even has a song called
"Mecskite" (ugly one) telling
gets into OCCUlTS when it· get
us
that the people who produce
away· from itself, from the
actual cabaret, - and into the' beauty can't be ugly. The song,
tike most of Herr Schultz, is
lines of Sally Bowles, the cabaret's star, and the people as- charming, and should have been
thrown out of the show; It has
sociated with her. Sally is a
no guts, and, as such has no
renegade English society girl,
who begins each day with 3 place in "cabaret" .
Dancing gorillas, Inany sailshot of gin and prarie oysters.
Unfortunately, Jill Haworth ored prostitutes, and that baudy
M. C., grinning puffs of cigar
plays her as if she were Holly
Golightly; Joe Masterhofr, who smoke into everyone's face, this
is the vision that is "Cabaret·"
wrote the book, tells the story
of her love affair with \vritter a vision with a voice of muted
Cliff Blackshaw (greyly played proclaimaUons; not polemically,
by Bert Convy) with a mini- but dramatically, through the
mum of musical comedy marsh- experience of a musical character pattern, we realize how all
mellow, but the all' of fascinaUng decay that he has pro- lovely life can be stamped out
vided for Sally in the script . beneath a dancing slipper's heel.
just isn't supplied by Miss What dreadful hope for the
Haworth. The young Tallalah characters, what dreadful retroBankhead could have done it spection for the audience as
"cabaret" hopes and moans in
to a 'T'.
the same lyric: "Tomorrow will
The show also runs into
dawn when the world is mine,
trouble, though less trouble,
with another love affair. This tomorrow belongs to me!"

8;)' Joseph Rrannegan
Since this is a campus opinion poll, I believe that some
sort of campus opinion should
be stated. There exists on campus a form of disinterest which,
although prominent, is not
easily tracked down. By this T
mean that we seem to have
a bad end-result without a
clearly defined cause.
The idea of a TRT-UNIVER·
SITY plan is a sound one. There
are many ideas that different
schools can share and many
benefits that can be reaped.
But how can anything of this
sort lake place when we ask
someone else to share in an
experience we ourselves don't
believe?

•

•

•

•

Hen! are some opinions of
U. B. students on the TRIUl'.'1VERSITY theory.
"I think it is a good idea. It
should profit the students of
both Fairfield and U. B. by allowing a gJocater numbel' of

(Ipportunities foJ' cultural and
academic advancement."
"The Fairfleld U. students
with whom I've come in contact
regard U. B. students as their
academic Inferiors. Despite the
fact that they may have 8
better faculty and more ad·
vanced courses, their own behavior and attitude does not
substantiate this. I would like
to know how a Fairfield student could associale with people
below his level."
"I think that both schools
stand to gain a lot by combining their advantages in certain
fields. The educational process
dlX'S not end at the certain
school olle happens to attend;
it is through our varied experiences that we learn. A diven;ified program of educational op·
portunities will bene1it the students of both universities."
~The other opinions polled at
u. B. say much the same as the
first and third opinions stated
above.

Epistle To The Collegians
8y John J. iUullen

The greatest of all relationships that a human being can enter
into is the love relationship. All human beings enter into some
love relationship, to some degree, whether it be with a friend,
wife or perhaps more importantly with God.
The very fact, however, that these relationships are entered
into on a human level, acc.'ounts for their imperfection. Human
nature, being what it is, prohibits a perfect love relationship;
therefore, man wiU inevitably violate the Ilromises and vows of
these relationships. If it is a true love relationship, however, the
violator will always and inescapably be moved by guilt for his
transgression. This transgression creates in man a great human
need. The need is one of alleviating the gUilt so that he can once
again enter into the love relationship confidently and innocently.
This need accounts for the necessity of repentance. It would take
a very foolish man to declare that he had never violated someone
else's trust or disappointed, in some way. the members with whom
he had entered into a love relationship. In short, every human
being has been aware of the feeling of guilt and experienced the
need for repentance. Jt would not be a foolish man, however, but
a very honest one to admit that he has not always fully rcpented
and always apologizcd to the members whom he loves in his relationships for his own transgressions.
These statements have only been a very brief and general
sketch of the psychology involved in the love relationship. I wish
to become more specific now and deal with the Jove relationship
that the individual chooses to enter Into with God.
In our day of infOimal relationships with our friends, we
know that we often disappoint them or !betray their trust in uz;.
This is no grievous error, though, and we think it not in the least
embarrassing or awkward to immediately approach them an<l
apologize for our breach of friendship. How different it is, however, in our love relationship with God. V/hy is this so'! Therc
are as many different reasons. as there are .pc!rsonallti,es .on a
campus. It seems to me, though. that there are a few prominent
reasons. 'common to most cOllege students why our apologies to
GOd are Ic!!Js frequcnt and more awkward.
One of these reasons is found in the very love relationship
itself that we choose to have with God. For many college students
it is merely a Sunday or a once-a-week relationship. Which one
of us would be content with seeing and communicating with some
of our best friends for just one hour out of every week? We too
often forget that God is incorporated right in us, he is responsible
for OUl· vcry breath and sees our every move. \Vhich one of us
can claim that we have a friend that loves us as much and knows
us as weU as does God? Isn't It ironic that this is the friend that
we think the least about and apologize so little to? This abuse
of God's love is probably explained by the fact that a great deal
of us consider God not as a friend but as a master. God is our
creator, but Jesus beeame llesh and blood in order to bef-j"nd
himself to mankind. We all must strive for a better understanding
of the spirit with which Jesus came and lived side by side with us.
He came as a friend, not as a master.
With this clearer understanding, it will be easier and more
nalural for the individual to enter into a true love relationship
wJth God. With Jesus as our friend it will be easier and more
natural for us to communicate with Him every day, easier for us
to ask fOI· strength and, therefore, to apologize more sincerely
nnd renew our relationship with confidence and innocence.
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By RaIpII IUlMr
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To Host Joint Conference

. On Latin American Communism

.'

"In Opposition to the New LeU"

There is a political phenomena in this country which is called
the New Left. I disagree with it and, In this column, wish to
state one major disagreement based upon the foreign policy of
the New Left, their view of Communism. First, I will present the
position of the New Left toward Conununism, basing this on an
article written in the Saturday s.e,1ew by E. M. Keating, a left·
wlng catholic lawyer and politician. Then, I will state my o~
position.
The following are direct quotes fTOm Mr. Keating concerning
his view of Communism and our foreign pollcy toward it:
"If anything marks American political orientation and direction, it is its paranoia over Communism. If our policy-makers had
their way, we would not only contain Communism, we would
destroy it. And destroy it in a most literal sense - laying waste
to the land and destroying lives."

"You cannot bomb Communism to death; you must feed it to
death, and heal It to death. Where there is ignorance you must
bring knowledge, where there Is poverty, you must bring rellef,
and, most important, where there Is oppression you must bring
justice."
These quotes .....ere Air. Keating's. My oppositioD will center
around his denounclation of American "paranoia" toward Communism and his position on how Communism should be dealt with.
No one would argue that anti-eommunism has been one of
the major factors influencing American popular opinion and, consequently, the Administrations since the time it became apparent
that Communism was out to make trouble for the stricken postwar world. And this growth in our anti-eommunism since the war
- the paranoia of Mr. Keating - has usually been beneflcial.

The U.S. would have been blind to overlook the threat of
Communism to our Allles in Europe in the 1940's when we could
see first hand what was happening to the people of Eastern Europe
who were being subjected to Communism. After giving Russia
the aid to continue Its fight against Hitler and going through a
world conflict considering Russia our aUy and friend, this socalled paranoia could only grow from America's realization that
Communism means the violent end of certain rights we treasure
and are very serious over protecting. And, since the war, we have
seen the open effort of Communism to take over by force the
freedom of peoples throughout the world: the invasion of Korea.
the crushing of the Hungarians, its violent subversion up to today
- from Greece to the !l.liddJe East to Africa to Latin America,
and the open aggression In Asia against the South Vletnames£>,
thc Thais, the Indians, the Indonesians, the Malaysians, the LaDo
llans, the Phillpplnos. Yes, in a sense we have developed a paranoiac position against Communism. But In the face of such recent
JUstory - what other view can we take?
But, even before I askco this question, an answer has been
",Iready given by the Ncw Left through Mr. Keating. It reads ~
B pr8.)'er - knowledge over ignorance, relief over poverty, justice
)ver oppression, and, you can't bomb Communism to death. But
m this answer lies another question: whether it is the people or
the governments we arc dealing with.
I beUe,'c we are deaUn~ \\ith Communisl regimes _ Dot &be
people they conll'ol. I bellen that In tile ,'lew of reeent bUtory,
we caDJ10t conUder lbe pra)'er of Mr. Keating and the New Left
u a '..,ry pragmallc foreign poUc)'. It is too mucb of a risk on the

part of the Free World to think it can stop a Communism, which
has up to now been aggressive In any area It could, with the type
of knowledge-relief policy that the New Left desires. This aid Is
"ery appropriate in underdeveloped nations not yet taken by
Communism as a preventive measure to It. But no where else Is
it possible.
T.hus, I .have sta~ mx opposition to the New Left's view
of Communism ~d the f~ign polley that would result from it.
And, in presenting my opposition, I was not able to separate
Communisms because of the space - It would take too mucb area
to discuss each one and a policy pragmatic for each. I am a memo
ber of the so-called Right-Wing. Air. Keating Is a member of the
so-alled Left-Wing. Each of us has a position against the threat
of Communism: his more complacent, mine more militant. I only
hope that the position taken for each situation of dealing with
Communism will be correct. History and our chUdren depend
upon our proper judgment.

A conference on Communism
in Latin America will be jointly
sponsored by the International
Relationship Clubs of Fairfield
and Albertus Magnus next
AprU.

mailed. There is hope that the
conference will have around
500 or more participants. It is
planned to be the biggest project taken on by our I. R. C.
in its short history on our cam·
"",.

The co-clminnen are Hervey
Aitken from the Fairfield club
and Margaret Fennelly from
Albcrtus Magnus. The moderator Js Dr. Angel Fernandez
from Fairfield Unlvers.lty.

'The bill was presented by

Treasurer Hervey Aitken and
the president of the Albertus
Magnus I. R. C., MIss Margaret
Fennelly and was accepted
unanimously by the member_
mIp.
As presented at the meeting,
the conference will be a Saturday in April on a date to be
announced. It will last from
8:30 in the moming to 12:30
that night. The schedule wlu
be fixed around three noted
speakers on Communism in
Latin America - invitations to
the Oillian and Venezulalan
Ambassadors have already been
sent, a catered dinner-discus·
sien groups, and a social

Besides the two L R. C. clubs,
invitations to one-hundred col·
leges in lhls area will soon be

Censorship Forum
Continued from Page 1
tainty minimize chances for instability of a given group. "Art
as art should not be censored",
continuco Mr. Regan. "Although a very thin line exists
between artistic literature and
that which is not artistic." He
closed saying that, "Although
censorship sets out to eliminate
moral and political problems, I
feci that the positive approach
of coucatlon would be more
elJective - since censorship is
not humanly possible."
A question·answer period fol.
lowed the addresses. One facul·
ty member suggested to Mr.
Landry that Ralph Ginsburg's

liberal writings on sex may
tend to advance society by dealing with the subject frankly,
and that we should tolerate
some nonsense, since his works
were basically educational. Mr.
Landry answered saying, "In
our tradition we should not display stop...lights, but caution
signs instead. I do not feel that
Ginsburg's intentions were intellectually honest".
By the time the fonun closed,
it was strongly established that
one's right to censor is relative
to the author's P\UlKlSes for
producing the work, balanced
with the reader's maturity and
intentions for reading the work.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Special
Boxed Christmas Cards
2 for 51 00
reg. prices up to $2.00 per box

SELECTED BOOKS
-.

Suitable lor Gilts

..

1/3

to

1/2

Included are books on:

off
Art
Philosophy
non fiction
literature

Colonial Barber Shop
(Next to Howard Johnson's)

a

BARBERS

GEORGE

CHIP

Speciatty -

788

POST

3

Ra:OfCun -

ROAD. -

PAUL
Rattops

FAIRFIELD.

CONN.

All Mugs & Steins
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Dems Hear Fernandez Accounting Career Hailed
The Young Democrats will land and seek refuge in Ameri·
host Dr. Angel Fernandez to ca.
"C
. . Cuba
With this tirsl hand experi·
speak on
ommurusm m
ence of the Cuban situation, It
and Latin America Today."
is certain that this talk will
This address is scheduled fo.r
prove very infonnative in helpthis afternoon at 3:30 In Canl- ing students to understand the
sus 301.
Communist threat in Latin
Dr. Fernandez is an Assistant America today.
Professor of Government at
Fairfield. He received a Bachel·
or of Arts degree from Dolous
College in Cuba as well as
Doctor of Law from Havana
University.
Dr. Fernandez is emlnenll~'
qualified to comment on con·
ditions in Cuba, especially under
Fidel Castro. He served as the
Attorney General in Castro's
cabinent. He attempted to oppose Castro by joining the
Supreme Court. Before (mally
being forced to flee his home·

Dr, Angel Feruandez

At Tri-University Seminar
B)'

gionsl Olntrol Chalnnan of the
American Accounting Association, Moderator of the Business
Club, and an Assistant Professor of Accounting here at Fairfield. opened the seminar and
introduced the speakers. He
welcomed the group of about
170 people comprised of students from Fairfield, the University of Bridgeport, Sacred
Heart University, several area
high schools, as well as some

Laureaoe A. l"nJd'bome

"Accounting is a fantastic
profession. I have five sons, and
I'd like every one of them to
be accountants", said Mr. Wil·
lIam Joyce, speaking at the
first Tn·University Accounting
Careers seminar. Mr. Joyce,
who intervie\4'S college seniors
for Touche, Ross, Bailey and
Smart, Certified Public Accountants in New York, was
one of three speakers who participated in the panel last Tuesday, December 6th, in Gonzaga
Auditorium.

prominent businessmen and the
Dean of the University of
Bridgeport.

Mr. William R. Parker, Re-

The first speaker was MI'.

,
\

Mom~What's

,

a UriiRoyaJ?

Vincent J, Palazzolo, Audit
Manager of the U, S. Government Accounting Office in New
York, He explained the ....wkings of the G. A, 0., a branch
of Congress, which reports to
the Legislature on sueh organizations as the Public Roads
Administration, the Federal
Homing Authority and go\-em·
ment contraclors like I, T. T.,
Chrysler, and Sperry-Rand. He
pointed out the rewards ror the
young coUege graduate in the
G, A. O. Overseas employment
is available, security and prestige in government emplo)'ment,
the standard 40 hour workweek, and Starting salaries of
87,090 a )'ear,
The second speaker was Mr.
We;;-ley Scott, President or the
Bridgeport Chapter of the National Accounting Association.
He spoke on Industrial Account·
Jng, working in the accounting
offices or a particular corporation. The tl'llining peliod is a
lenghlly one, with starting
salaries rrom $6,000 - $9,000.
However, chances for advaneement arc good, "Today, morc
and more we find that the
Jlt'Csident~ and vicc-presidents
or corporations have a financial
background,
particularly
in
accounting. The N. A. A. sponsors research in the field, pubIish<'S numerous periodicals, and
holds com·entiom.
Mr. Joyce spoke last. He Is
a fOl'ffier Marine officer, and a
graduate of Fordham Unh-ersit)', He first cleared up some
myths about accountants, such
as they "don't like girls, ha\'e
icc·water ror blood, and arc
super·intl"Overt.'l.... He dispcll('(\
the misconccption of thc ac·
countant as a bookkeeper, "the
otd gent with a green eyc shadc,
perched on a stool."
"Marks are not all", said Mr.
"We don't hire tran;;·
cnpts." He went on to say that
the ability to communicate and
"seII yourselr' are all important
factors. "Public Accounting is
one of the most difficult, de·
manding, but rewarding professions and occupations, but you
ha\'c to be good." Mr. Joyce
said that the quest was for
)'oung and vibrant people: "well
rounded" people with good
grade~ in English and history
being only second to a good
overall average and high accounling marks.
JO)'CC,

Son, )our falher might think that you're
nOI old enough to understand. But wc're
gOing to Iry to explain It to you ~o you
will understand
Uniroyal is the new ullernallon<lJ tradc.
mark for thc U.S Rubber Company.
(ThaI only sOUllds complicated. A
tradem,1rk IS kind of like a nickname for
COmp,1nICS. And ;m international Irade.
m;lIk )lmpJy mC,1n) Ih,1t no maller where
Ihal company goes in lhe world, everybody knows its nlCknilme right away

A r\'\1n

without asking.}
Why dId we need a new lrademarkl
Ilecause wc've outgrown our old one,
, u.s. Rubber," lhe way somc kids outgrow their nicknames.
You see, about half lhe things we make
-such as RoyalexSCa modem plastic thaI'S
tougher than steel) or Keds* (the canvas
sneilkers lhal you weM 10 play basebatIJ
or cven your falher's new Royal8 goll
dubs-have vcry lillie to do wilh rubber.
So you Cdn sec thilt the "Rubber" part of

our nickname doesn't fit anymore.
As for Ihe "U.S." part, we make a lot
of our things in 23 different countries all
over the WOrld. So that doesn't fil either,
docs ill
But OUf new nickname, Uniroyal, filS
cverYlhing we make. No matter where
we make it.
_
Isn'l it all dear now?
~
Could you cxp!din it
I I
to your dad tonight?
Alia boy.
U.S, RUBBER

Who ac.tLf,II'y know, what acJhl~al i.
will be, 0""' c.a""pw, Soon.
(Check with your placement office for the exact date ,lnd time)

Starting salaries in Public
Accounting range from, at the
present time, $7,500-$8,200, with
the usual benefits and expcll3C
accounts.
The three speakers were well
l'cceived, and the opinion of
many present was that the
seminar was "very helpful", and
a "success."
With the realization that
many "new and better" peepl£!
arc needed in this "wlde-open"
field, many more finns will be
cndeavoring to present information and clear up misinformation In an attempt to recruit
[he best.
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B. C. Topples Stag Frosh 96-75
Gibbons, Magaletta Impressive
Lut WedbHday night'a 93·76 defeat at the handa
of BMton College wu certainly a diaappointment to
everyone of Fairfield aentiment. Aaide from the !game
itaelf, however, there waa another very obvioua and
diailhuioni.na" factor to be ccmsidered. Fairfield'a fint
home game in ib new bome, the New Haven .Arena,
wu completely immeraed in probab'ly the mMt 'abOOdy
atmO&phere CDDceivable.
The hon-or show began at the door as the crowd
was still bunched up outside just a few moments pl;or
to the start of the freshman game. This proved to be a
mere preview of a panorama of events which would
have rivaled any circus.
It took little time to realize that playing conditions
in the Arena were anything but satisfactory. The court
itself was laid over ice and the chilly, dank effects
could be felt both on the court and in the immediate
area surrounding it. Thanks to a request by Bob Cousy,
the court was insulated somewhat before the game.
Probably the mu.t noticeable aDd irritating annoy·
anee of tbe evening w .. the .oft, ailky neta which conatantly became entangled after b..keb were made and
caused repeated delaya in tbe teame. Another inexcusable lack of attention wu manifest by a deplorably
10ft rim which wu .0 obviowly loose that it had to be
replaced at halftime of the freahman game. When the
rim wu finally replaced, ao much time had been conawned in the proceq that the second half of the fruh·
man game had to be abbreviated to fifteen minutea.
The acoustics were absolutely horrendous, to say
the least. The referees were constantly hampered be·
cause their whistles could not be heard above the constant din, and this was probably a major factor later
in the game when a couple of players were still grappling for a rebound, a tussle that ended in an open
brawl. The warning buzzer was barely audible, causing
substitutions to be constantly delayed and time out
periods unconsciously extend·ed.
One of the more prominent inadequacies which
greatly added to the ill atmosphere of this dreary pit
was the all too obvious lack of ventilation. It didn't
take long for the cigarette smoke to form a dull, stitlinK
smog which gave the arena a certain cheerful, aromatic
appeal.
The arrangement of the individual chairs at courtside definitely had convenience in mind. Not only were
they too close to the court, which enabled spectators
to take a couple of steps onto the hardwood and join
the second half melee during which one fan was seriously injured, but they were $0 strategically placed
that after you stumbled and nudged your way to your
seat you found yourself in the most cramped position
possible, This enabled you to effortlessly sit in another
person's lap, whether you so desired or not.
Still another point in favor of the arena wu the
ahort&l'e of capable ushera (or when at all) and an
even more inadequate group of police. The fight which
took place mwt be mentioned here. It reaulted from a
display of quick tempera .on the part of both team.
throughout the game and reRected poorly on the respective achoola. Fortunately, what could have easily
been a full scale riot waa quelled by cool headed
coach., the refereea, and .everal poeata. The police
were about u fOT'Ceful and effective u the Keyatone
Copa.
One of the best side shows occulTed after the
game when one of the hired help, the majority of
which looked and acted like hobos, persisted in trying
to yank a table from underneath the statisticians and
newspaper men. In a personal effort to distract him,
this surly old gentleman informed me that he had
gotten out of bed at 10 :30 p.m. the preceding night to
put up the previously mentioned shaky rim. Considering his inebriated condition, the excellent job on th~
basket the previous night was quite understandable.
Since he had a hammer pl'otruding from his back
pocket, 1 sensibly cut short my conversation with him.
In ahort, it ia hard to find anything attractive
or advantageoua about the New Haven Arena. The fact
that it can aeat 5,500 waa offset by an actual attendance
rA 3,800, a crowd which could just ... eaaily be aeated
in the gymnaaium at ,Bridgeport Central High School.
Why abould Fairfield fa ... travel ao far for auch an
inadequate arrangement aa exiata at the Arena? Either
a new aite ahould be looked into' for future .game.
the deplorable conditio... at the Arena ahould be rectified before the next game. There wu one compliDlent
in favor of the Arena after the came. One of the Fairfield playen' brother aaked, "Did they build thia place
lut nip-t?"

0"

By 8U1 D' Alessandro
Fairfield University and Bos·
ton College displayed their 1970
basketball machines in the New
Haven Arena, where ineptness
seems to be the watchword.
The young Eagles, showing
poise and excellent shooting,
downed the Stags, who per·
formed like a group of All-Stars
playing together for the first
time. The final score was 96-75.
Plagued by loose rims and
silk-like nets which had an annoying tendency to wrap around
the hoop after every basket,
both teams nevertheless began
at a fast pace. Jim Hessel of
Fairfield was the first to open
spectators' eyes and make his
presence felt on the court by
tangling up the net with a few
deadly shots from too far out
to believe.
But B. C. came right back
with a shooter of their own,
Bobby Dukiet, who :ic<lred
every possible way and always
looked as if he were blushing
at his own talent.
These were not the only two
players who knew how to score.
Frank Magaletta, who started
slowly, began to hit with one
of the most accurate shots
around and showed great sec·
ond effort on offense. He finished with 20 points.
B. C. was packed with a well
balanced lineup. Midway in the
second period, when Boston
began passing to spots and
finding their free players, it
it became apparent they were
drilled well enough to give the
Stags trouble.
By the half time the score
was 56-36.

And a long half time it was
as the adept maintenance crew
look quite a while to fix the
jcllo rims. The second half was
shortened five minutes because
of the delay.
In the second half, Wayne
Gibbons, backcourt ball handler,
c<lntinued to run the offense for
the Stags. Using more moves
than a chess master, Gibbons
drove, shot, and bounced passes
off the hands of startled teammates. He totaled 20 points for
the night.
The potent Freshman offense

lVayne Glblxrns mo,·es

lJ.

wa.;;- light years ahead of Its
defense as four Boston players
hit double figures. This added
to the dlfficulty Rich Schonbeck
and Art Good had In getting
....tfensive rebounds and gave
~ton a soUd lead throughout
the later portion of the game.
Sammy King bolstered the
strength of the defense when
he entered the game in a back·
court position. While victory
was not in sight, all signs indicate that the Freshmen should
~et toughel' as the year progresses.

B. C. defender btto a. pick set by

Art Good.

Shailer Wins 11 Matches
To Captu,re Fencing Title
On Sunday, December 11,
four Fairfield University fencers
competed for individual honors
in an Amateur's Fencing
League of America Senior foil
meet held at Yale University.
The four fencers, Ken Shailer,
Russ Panczanko, Jim Regan,
and Jack Mikochik, put on fine
performances and emphasized
the outstanding potential that
the Fairfield Fencing Club has.
Ken Shaller, President of the

club, captured first place, going
undefeated in all his eleven
bouts. Giving Shailer tough
competition were fencers from
Yale University and the Waterbury YMCA Fencing Club.
The Fencing Club has scheduled four collegiate meets, the
first being on January 7, 1967,
with s:r.m. The club also an·
ticipates an informal meet with
the varsity fencers from Yale
University.

Cutting Classes?
STOP FOR A MUG OF BEER

Frank Map,letta lets fly a
long Jumper,

SULLIVAN'S
THE BLUE BIRD SHOP
IJIO POST lOAD
fAllFlRD, CONNECTICUT

THE VILLAGE BAR

SocI.1 St.tio".ry .1Id &I".vl"1
6....... C..d..Dldl-.t!v. 6lft1

-

FAIRFIELD LAUNDROMAT
POST ROAD, FAIRFIELD
Now pick up on Wedneaday &: Friday and delivera
OD

Friday &: Wedneaday

At Mra. Brown'a Office Near The Mail Bou:s

THE BEST IN LAUNDERING
WE FOLD 'EM TOO!

Merry Chrutmas

Happy New Year
THE STAG
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B. C. Downs Stags 93-76
Zone Defense Highlights
Come-from-Behind Victory
By IUc:banI Peck

A tough Boston College team
showed that It had a valid claim
to a national ranking as they
battled (rom behind on several
occasions before pulling away
to an impressive 9J..76 victory
over Fairfield.

Ealle'. Zeme
Art Kenney tak. tap from Terry IhUooIL Steve Ade:1rDaa
b&&t1e. Blll Boyd tor the -.u.

The Eagles, saddled by foul
problems throughout the contest, switched to a 2-3 zone defense midway through the see-

Regis 2 Nears Crown;
Meet Raiders Today

ond bal! which completely
throttled the Slag offense.
Coach Bob eo. .y wu able to
relu; his cUatraut _rv~ .. l&k
ctaare~ J'aD oJf D1Be COIlMlCQUve
potDq ~ ch'fl B.C. • eomIort·
able 8G.,56 lead.
The Eagles were able to coast
to victory in the tina! ten minutes of the contest.

Quick Lead
It looked like a repeat per(onnance of last year's thriller
as early B.C. (ouls helped Fairfield to jlnnp olr to a quick
eight point lead. The Eagles
went for four minutes without
II tally.

The Stags opened their lead

as wide as eleven points before
the Eagles came stomUng back.
With

Regis 2 will attempt to seek sole possession o[ the 1966 Intramural Football championship
when they meet Gonzaga's 3'. "McPeake'. Raiders" on Field I, at 3:15 today.
By virtue of their Q.O tie with campion 3 earlier this week, the "Reddy-men" have clinched
at least a tie for the title. A win or a tie wUl give them a llutnclent point total to gain the covet~
crown.. Regis 2 has used a .stingy defense as the is chief weapon. Entering today'll contest they sr",
undefeated but tied.
'Ibere were only four gamell
The freshmen from Gonzaga
played last week, because ot 1 also hit the victory column,
the holiday. Regis 2 kept its defeating Regis 4. 2-0. Once
scoreless defensive record in- again, the story of this game
was the fine work of both detact, as they defeated 0-.2, 9-0.
Frank Mahoney bit John
fensive units, as neither team
O'Keefe in the end zone for the could move the balL
ftrst tally. The hard rushing
In the ftnaJ game of the week,
line of Regis 2, led by Tony Regis 1 edged out Loyola 3,
Falrfteld faces a rough road
Labesky, also scored two pointB 6-0. Dave Callaban scor!'d on a
abftld as they journey to the
on a safety.
City of Brotherly Love to enpass for the lone tally of the
gage St. Joseph's College. The
Haber Stan
game.
undefeated Hawks have c0mGonzaga 2, led by a new
In a contest which was not plIed a string of four victories
quarterback, 0 v ere a m e the
found on the schedule, cam- over AlbrIght, Hofstra, Grorge-freshmen from Loyola 1, 24-0.
town and St. FrancIa (Pa.)
pion 2 of 1966 faced c.2 of
''Easy Ed" Maher was the outSotiaaky Out
standing player of the week as 1965, the former champions, on
Front line sub Ted Sotinsky
he scored three touchdowns In Thursday. In a "spirited" game will be lost to Fa1rfteld for four
this game. Taking over the role
which was highllghted by the to six weeks as a result of a
of quarterback, he threw for clash between the Kirwin bro- broken ankle suffered during
one TO, lntercepted two passes
thers, Gary and Jay, neither wannups on Sunday night.
for touchdowns and to top oir team could hit paydlrt as the
This encounter wlll mark the
a hot day, ran up the middle
two and a half hour game Stags' return to the noisy fteldfor the final tally.
ended In a deadlock, 2-2.
house on City Line Avenue
w her e Fairfteld experienced
their dismal baptism into big
time basketball.

Fa1r6eld

protecting

a

40-33, Boston CoUege ran off
eight straight points. Bill Boyd's
long jumper before the buz2er
gave Falrfleld a 42-41 advantage.
The Biaaceamen opened the
second half in fine fashlon as
they ripped off six quick points.
The undaunted Eagles recap..
tured the momt'ntum.

ZODe Takel Toll
With Jack Kvanez.
Bill
Evans, and Steve Adelman dividing up twenty-four points,
Boston College opened a 65-55
lead, as their zone defense
rattled the unexperIenced Stags.
The final blow to any Stag
hopes for a comeback were
crushed with the insertion of
Willie Woiters and Terry DrJs..
coll In low posts. They seemed
to score at will from the inside
as the high flying.

Jouee Lead. Attack
Bill Jones was the Stags' high
scorer as he connected on .live
shots from the floor and ten
free throws for twenty points.
Charlie Phillips chipped In with
sixteen markers.
Steve Adelman led all scorers
with twenty-six points on twelve
for seventeen [rom the Boor.
Terry Driscoll and Willie Wolters added eighteen markers
apiece.
The red-hot Eagles sunk forty
of aIxty-eight field goal attempts
for a fine 58%.

Fairfield Faces Rough Road
As They Travel To Philly

GREEN COMET
DINER
"TOPS IN TOWN"
90 Kings Highway Cutoff
Fairfield, Conn.
368-9471

Tak. Connecticut Thruway
Exits 23 Of' 24

BRIDGEPORT
MOTOR INN
Kill'" Hlthw• .,. Rte. IA

bit 2. Cot!IlKtlcut Tllrnpi••

367M04

A CONVENIENT STOP
FOR YOUR FRIENDS
AND RELATIVES
Just 5 Mim.rtes from Cempus
Recommended by AAA

Buffalo to participate in the
Queen City Tournament. Their
llrst round opponent will be
Loyola of New Orleans.
U the Stags prove successful
in their initial encounter, they

will take on the winner of the
seton Halt..eanlslw contest.

Cruaaden Nest
Following the O1ristmas recess, the Stags will journey TO
Worcester to confront Holy
Cross. The Crusaders have had
a dismal start as they ha\'e
dum p e d only down- trodden
Dartmouth while dropping decisions to St. John's and Yale.

Sia.. Nemetll
The Hawks will feature 4
new coach, Jack McKinney. R
protege of tonner coach Jack
Ramsey. The familiar Fairfteld
nemesil, CIItr Anderson will be
on hand to tonnent the Stags.
He will be joined by letter·
men Billy DeAngelis, Steve
Donches, AI Grundy, and Bob
Brenner. They will be joined
by sophs Dave Pfahler, Gerry
Dorl, and J41ke Barrett.

Tout1Iey

Tame

Falrfteld will move on

to

•

Art ..~" Sm.1th n:aakM the referee be taU ruy tor ••Alat
Har'em Tra~e... exhtblUoa.

cluriDc'

